
Staying ahead of emerging malware 
threats is the best way to protect your 
business. Yet the increasing magnitude 
and sophistication of malware attacks 
is an ongoing challenge. By tapping into 
PolySwarm’s next-generation malware 
intelligence marketplace, you get better 
insight faster, so you can cut through 
extraneous, inaccurate data to detect, 
analyze, and respond to the most critical 
threats before they make an impact.

PolySwarm’s first-of-its-kind market-
place focuses on democratizing malware 
intelligence by using a blockchain 
backend to compensate both the 
researcher-based malware engines 
and ongoing sources of new malware 
samples. The result of this compensation 
model is that it enables you to prioritize, 
focus, and scale your cybersecurity 
efforts with unprecedented speed and 
accuracy.

Catching the Threats That Others Miss
With a robust and growing network of threat detection 
engines, PolySwarm offers wide coverage against 
common threats. However, the real power comes from 
its specialized engines, with the ability to detect threats 
earlier and catch those emerging and rare threats that 
other engines miss entirely.

Rewarding Expert Insight to 
Improve Accuracy
PolySwarm is democratizing malware intelligence to elicit 
better intelligence by reducing the signal-to-noise ratio 
and eliminating false positives. Leveraging the power 
of the blockchain, we reward a global community of 
researchers for their early detection and expert insight via 
our native Nectar (NCT) token. 
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Contextual Threat Scoring 
to Enable SOC Automation
PolyScore is a threat scoring algorithm 
that provides the probability that a given 
file contains malware. It weights engines’ 
determinations based on previous 
performance, resolving similar problems, 
confidence levels, and other indicators to 
produce a single, reliable score so you can:
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